Key Start Control

Electric Start Solution

FEATURES:
- Two-Step operation, providing user safety, comfort, and convenience
- Single-Bolt mounting to reduce assembly costs
- Customizing options for OEMs requiring exclusive styling and product line identification
- Removable or permanent key
- Zone and drive conduit assembly mounting pockets molded in the rear case

BENEFITS:
- Two-Step Operator Sequence
- Single-Bolt Mounting
- Proven Mechanical Reliability

Product Description

Kongsberg Automotive’s electric start control is a key-actuated, 12-volt control starting system for walk behind mowers, tillers, snow throwers and edgers.

The Key Start Control can be manufactured as a complete system to eliminate production line installation.

As a leading manufacturer of mechanical control cable assemblies focused on the unique needs of outdoor power equipment OEMs, Kongsberg Automotive is committed to responding to its customers with innovative solutions, proven technical excellence and world class production capabilities.

Contact:

United States: Kongsberg Automotive, 300 South Cochran St., Willis 77378, TX, United States
Europe: Kongsberg Interior Systems Kft., Bajcsy-Zs. u. 201/D, Siófok, 8600 Somogy, Hungary
China: Lone Star, 2nd Building, 777 Yuandong Rd, Nanqiao Town, Fengxian District 201401, China
E-mail address: ope.inquiries@ka-group.com (common to all sites)
Key Start Control
Electric Start Solution

Control can be used in conjunction with Latching Drive Controls to provide product family styling.

Control can be manufactured as a system with zone and drive conduit assemblies installed or as a stand alone key start control head.

Single bolt mounting (1/4" - 20 or 6mm) maximizes assembly line efficiency.
Interchangeable insert for custom styling.